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PRAYER TIME
Fajr
Shorooq (sunrise)
Zuhr (noon)
Asr (afternoon)
Maghreb (sunset)
Isha (night)

4.19am
5.35am
11.18am
2.35pm
5.03pm
6.33pm

USEFUL NUMBERS

Badhai Ho
DIRECTION: Amit Ravindernath Sharma
CAST: Ayushmann Khurrana, Sanya Malhotra, Neena
Gupta
SYNOPSIS: A man faces embarrassment in the society
when he ﬁnds out his mother is expecting. Badhai Ho is

reportedly a coming-of-age story of a family as it grapples
with some unexpected news. The ﬁlm follows the impact of
the news on the family and how its members deal with it in
their own way.
THEATRES: Landmark, The Mall, Royal Plaza

Emergency
999
Worldwide Emergency Number
112
Kahramaa – Electricity and Water
991
Local Directory
180
International Calls Enquires
150
Hamad International Airport
40106666
Labor Department
44508111, 44406537
Mowasalat Taxi
44588888
Qatar Airways
44496000
Hamad Medical Corporation
44392222, 44393333
Qatar General Electricity and
Water Corporation
44845555, 44845464
Primary Health Care Corporation
44593333
44593363
Qatar Assistive Technology
Centre
44594050
Qatar News Agency
44450205
44450333
Q-Post – General Postal
Corporation
44464444
Humanitarian Services Office
(Single window facility for the repatriation of bodies)
Ministry of Interior
40253371, 40253372,
40253369
Ministry of Health
40253370, 40253364
Hamad Medical Corporation
40253368, 40253365
Qatar Airways
40253374

ote Unquote
u
Q
“The saddest aspect of
life right now is that science
gathers knowledge faster than
society gathers wisdom.”
— Isaac Asimov

Community Editor
Kamran Rehmat
e-mail: community@gulf-times.com
Telephone: 44466405
Fax: 44350474

Goosebumps 2: Haunted Halloween
DIRECTION: Ari Sandel
CAST: Wendi McLendon-Covey,
Madison Iseman, Jeremy Ray Taylor
SYNOPSIS: While collecting
junk one day, best friends Sonny
and Sam meet Slappy, a mischievous

The Mall Cinema (1): My
Giraffe (2D) 2:30pm; Legend
Of A Rabbit The Martial Of
Fire (2D) 4pm; Sandakozhi 2
(Tamil) 5:45pm; Vada Chennai
(Tamil) 8:30pm; Namaste
England (Hindi) 11:30pm.
The Mall Cinema (2): Vada
Chennai (Tamil) 2:30pm;
Goosebumps 2: Haunted
Halloween (2D) 5:30pm;
Goosebumps 2: Haunted
Halloween (2D) 7:15pm; First
Man (2D) 9pm; Accident (2D)
11:30pm.
The Mall Cinema (3): Hello
Guru Prema Kosame (Telugu)
3pm; Badaai Ho (Hindi)
5:30pm; Badaai Ho (Hindi)

talking dummy from an unpublished
Goosebumps book by RL Stine. Hoping
to start his own family, Slappy kidnaps
Sonny’s mother and brings all of his
ghoulish friends back to life, just in
time for Halloween. As the sleepy
town becomes overrun with monsters,

witches and other mysterious
creatures, Sonny joins forces with his
sister, Sam and a kindly neighbour to
save Sonny’s mom and foil Slappy’s
plan.
THEATRES: The Mall, Landmark

Ho (Hindi) 11pm.
Landmark Cinema (3): Hello
Guru Prema Kosame (Telugu)
8pm; Kayamkulam Kochunni 3pm; Badaai Ho (Hindi) 5:30pm;
Badaai Ho (Hindi) 8pm; Vada
(Malayalam) 10:30pm.
Chennai (Tamil) 10:30pm.
Landmark Cinema (1):
Vada Chennai (Tamil) 2:15pm; Royal Plaza Cinema
Palace (1): My Giraffe (2D)
Kayamkulam Kochunni
3pm; Sandakozhi 2 (Tamil)
(Malayalam) 5:15pm; Vada
5pm; Vada Chennai (Tamil)
Chennai (Tamil) 8pm;
7:45pm; Vada Chennai (Tamil)
Sandakozhi 2 (Tamil) 11pm.
Landmark Cinema (2): The 10:45pm.
Royal Plaza Cinema Palace
Martial Of Fire (2D) 2:30pm;
(2): Hello Guru Prema
Goosebumps 2: Haunted
Kosame (Telugu) 2:30pm;
Halloween (2D) 4:15pm;
Goosebumps 2: Haunted
Goosebumps 2: Haunted
Halloween (2D) 5pm; Badaai
Halloween (2D) 6:15pm;
Ho (Hindi) 7pm; Badaai Ho
Kayamkulam Kochunni
(Hindi) 10pm.
(Malayalam) 8:15pm; Badaai
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Qatar International Art festival-2018
Where: Doha Fire Station
When: October 31 – November 4
Time: 10am – 6pm
MAPS International WLL, in cooperation with Doha Fire Station-Qatar
Museums and in collaboration with
UNESCO Club of Piraeus and Islands,
organises international mega art festival.
The art festival is planned for more than
200 artists from around the World. QIAF
2018 is the very first art event in the region
that connects the artist worldwide with
live painting, group painting exhibition,
qatar cultural tour, panel art show, master
classes, award ceremony evening and many
more for 6 days under 1 roof. For query,
e-mail at kiafmapsqatar@gmail.com

Breast Cancer Awareness
WHERE: InterContinental Doha
WHEN: Ongoing
InterContinental Doha – The City is
organising several activities (especially
at its various dining venues) that focus
on highlighting the importance of early
detection. Try the pink afternoon tea, the
extravagant pink Bar Squared Brunch at
The Square and pink-themed nights at
Strata Restaurant and Lounge.
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and introduces to students the meaning of
Dasha, Al Qafal and various type of pearls.
The students will discover all details of the
Fath El-Kheir journey.
Kufic Beginners
WHERE: MIA
WHEN: Ongoing till Oct 26
TIME: 10:30am – 12:30pm
The word ‘Kufic’ is related to the city
of the same name in Iraq, Kufa, and
was developed from Hijazi script. Kufic
calligraphy is characterised by its bold
and vertical letters which often looks like
modern design. Join us for this 4-session
short course to learn this early and
beautiful script!

Ballet Lessons
WHERE: Music and Arts Atelier
WHEN: Ongoing
TIME: 4pm – 8pm
For more info e-mail at registration@
atelierqatar.com or call on 33003839.

Aspire Torch Staircase Run 2018
WHERE: The Torch Doha Hotel
WHEN: November 10
TIME: 1pm – 6pm
Aspire Zone Foundation (AZF) announces
opening registration for the seventh annual
‘Aspire Torch Staircase Run’ scheduled
to take place on November 10. The 2018
edition of the Aspire Torch Staircase Run
(ATSR 2018), will offer sports enthusiasts
the ultimate challenge of endurance, as
runners will have to make their way to the
top of the 300m tower to the 51st floor,
climbing more than 1,300 steps.
Qatar Finance and Installment
Exhibition
WHERE: DECC
WHEN: November 3 – November15
TIME: 7pm – 10pm
The QFI Exhibition is a 3-day event that
brings together the best of Qatar’s finance
community, and local and international
visitors who are keen to access Qatar’s
robust market. We are pleased to present
this opportunity to local and international
investors, banking, finance and government
institutions, along with leading firms in
the real estate, investment and fin-tech
sectors.
After School Activities
WHERE: Atelier
WHEN: Ongoing
Music and arts Activities for students
taking place after they finish their day in
school includes Group Music lessons, Hiphop, Ballet, Drawing and Painting, Drama
Theatre & Taekwondo. Ages between 5 and
10 years old after school hours.

European Film Festival
WHERE: Museum Of Islamic Art
WHEN: Tomorrow
TIME: 5pm – 8pm
The European Cultural Cluster (EUNIC)
is pleased to invite to the first edition
of the European Film Festival in Doha,
in partnership with the Museum of
Islamic Art. This festival is an excellent
opportunity to present the EU cultural
diversity with screenings of outstanding
films contributed by EU Member States,
reflecting the official motto of the EU.
‘Pink Walk’ breast cancer awareness
WHERE: Aspire Park
WHEN: October 25
TIME: 4pm
Aspire Zone Foundation (AZF), in
collaboration with the Primary Health Care
Corporation (PHCC) and Hamad Medical
Corporation (HMC), will host a fourth
consecutive annual ‘Pink Walk’ breast
cancer awareness event at Aspire Park. The
event will be sponsored by Saleh Al Hamad
Al Mana Co Nissan Qatar.
Katara Beach - School Students
WHERE: Katara
WHEN: Ongoing
TIME: 9am – 12pm
By participating in the programme of
‘Our culture is a school’, Katara Beach
emphasises the Qatari marine tradition

Andalusian Music Show
WHERE: Katara
WHEN: Tomorrow
TIME: 7pm – 8pm
Cultural Village Foundation - Katara
and The Algerian Embassy invites you to
attend Andalusian Music show by Nassima
Chaabane, musician and singer.

Cycling: Losail Circuit Sports Club
WHERE: Losail Circuit
WHEN: Ongoing
TIME: 5pm
Losail Circuit Sports Club, in association
with Qatar Sports For All Federation,
invites all cyclists, runners and walkers
to train under the floodlights of Losail
International Circuit every Wednesdays.
Hobby Classes
WHERE: Mystic Arts Centre behind Al
Hilal Focus Medical Centre
WHEN:Wednesday – Monday
Mystic Art Centre, is a holistic
performing artsinstitution and a one stop
solution for adults as well as children
looking to explore their talents in various
art forms. We offer classes in Carnatic
Music, Hindustani Music, Karate, Yoga,
Zumba, Classical Dance, Salsa, Hip Hop,
contemporary and Bollywood dance forms.
For details, call 33897609.
Gymnastics World Championships
WHERE: Aspire Dome
WHEN: October 25 – November 3
Over 700 male and female gymnasts from
over 80 countries, including three Team
Qatar gymnasts, will compete across 10
days of competition in Doha’s ionic Aspire
Dome. Experience the drama, emotions and
excitement of gymnastics’ pinnacle event
as global superstars go head to head in a bid
to be crowned the best in the world.

Dance and instrument classes
WHERE: TCA Campus, Behind Gulf
Times Building
WHEN: Wednesday – Monday
Learn the movements of dance styles
in Bollywood, Hip Hop and also the
musical instruments such as Piano, Guitar,
Keyboard for adults as well kids and move
in the world of music. For details, contact
66523871/ 31326749.

Compiled by Nausheen Shaikh. E-mail: gtlisting@gmail.com, Events and timings subject to change
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Let’s get real
Are we raising a generation full of deluded youngsters who will never be happy
with themselves unless they see themselves through an Instagram filter or fix
themselves with a beauty app on their smart phones, asks Shehar Bano Rizvi

R

ecently at an event in Doha, I had the pleasure of being very
up close with and photographing former Miss World and
Bollywood diva Aishwarya Rai Bachchan. Though I was never a
fan of her, she still dazzled me with her persona, grace and poise
with which she conducted herself throughout the event.
I took some photos of her and shared on social media. Since I am not
a big believer of photoshopping and retouching the skin, I left her photo
untouched, also because in my opinion, it didn’t need any ﬁxing. She looked
gorgeous in person and through my lens — as she is!
The images went viral among her fans and got a lot of love and attention
and, to my dismay, some of them were photoshopped and retouched. The
fact that the images were plagiarised and used without my permission
didn’t bother one as much as what was done to those images. Her skin was
retouched heavily to remove any lines or wrinkles and even her skin tone
was changed to a few shades lighter!
And that infuriated me so much that I had no choice but to raise my voice
on the consumption of this false and plastic standard of beauty. The fact
that there was a NEED to smooth out her skin and to make it look fairer was
mind boggling.
What has our criteria of beauty become? Are we not ready to see (let alone
embrace) any imperfections anymore? What is this obsession with fairer
skin? What kind of an environment are we creating for our kids, who will
grow up seeing these false, unattainable standards of beauty? Aren’t we
making them insecure about their body image? Are we raising a generation
full of deluded youngsters who will never be happy with themselves unless
they see themselves through an Instagram ﬁlter or ﬁx themselves with a
beauty app on their smart phones?
I had a chat with ace Pakistani photographer Mobeen Ansari, who is
known for his portraiture and also the author of two books Dhadkan —

‘ ’
I believe that we
need to take a step
back and let the
natural beauty be
celebrated to its
fullest

— Mobeen Ansari,
ace photojournalist

AS REAL AS IT GETS: Aishwarya Rai Bachchan at an event in Doha recently.

Photo by Shehar Bano Rizvi
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Heartbeat of a Nation and White in the Flag. He told
me how he loved the photos of Ashwariya Rai that I
had taken and shared the same concerns about the
abuse of photoshopping.
He said, “I have always believed that portraits are
landscapes of people’s faces. Having said that, I have
always been fascinated by texture, lines, and wrinkles,
all of which form part of a person’s character. I have
never understood why there is a need to get rid of all
that as it makes everything ﬂatter.”
Ansari continued: “Personally, I believe that this
would compromise the portraiture aspect and make
the person in the photo devoid of character. This
kind of ﬁltering is done a lot more today. I believe
that we need to take a step back and let the natural
beauty be celebrated to its fullest. Photography is a
powerful tool and it has the potential to either send a
message out that we can either embrace the details,
or we can set artiﬁcial standards for beauty.”
Being a woman and a photographer, I cringe when
I see images of people on Instagram with ﬁlters that
fade the lines and wrinkles so much that I often ﬁnd
them almost looking like ghosts. We put a ﬁlter on
while taking a selﬁe and we hide the reality behind
that ﬁlter. Why? There are no marks, no lines and
frankly NO SOUL in those pictures. But people not
only think they look great in those ghastly pictures,
they share it proudly on their social media! I
question again…what is the criteria of beauty these
days?
Makeup has been used for ages to enhance beauty
and as long as it doesn’t make you look like someone
else, I believe it adds to a women’s self-conﬁdence
and frankly, I don’t see anything wrong with that.
However, what we don’t realise is that the beauty
industry works on making people insecure about
themselves. This, in turn, makes them buy more
products in the hope that they would look like the
‘perfect ﬂawless’ images these companies portray
in their advertisements. The more insecure you are,
the more products you will buy to look like someone
on the cover or an advertisement which is in fact,
excessively photoshopped and unachievable in real
life.
The fashion/beauty industry has been
undermining our criteria of beauty and the perfect
body image for a long time; however it used to be
only in either print media or TV/movies. But now in
the age of social media, the problem has aggravated
exponentially!
The new generation is growing up in this world of
social media, where they end up seeing these altered
images hundreds of times on their phones. And the
fact that these images are not only of the fashion
models anymore but of everyday people in their
lives.
We need to realise that we are creating a ﬁctitious
world with these heavily manipulated images for
our younger generation who will inevitably grow
up with low self-esteem. They will never be happy
with what they see in the mirror because they will be
used to seeing themselves and others through these
ﬁlters. How will they not grow up to be dissatisﬁed
with their body and looks — of course they will be —
we are conditioning them to be!
How wonderful would it be that instead of
pushing these false beauty standards to our younger
generation, we would focus on passing down the
value of being a beautiful person inside out. To be
able to look into our own souls and be happy with
what we see in the mirror! Wouldn’t it be nice to see
the laugh lines on our face and cherish the memories
of the times that we laughed? Having said that, how
about instead of just working on the exteriors of how
we look on social media, we take care of our body
and soul — by eating healthy, drinking lots of water,
exercising, being mindful and doing good.
How I wish the person who edited my photo of
Aishwarya Rai had reﬂected on his “act” of altering
another photographer’s image, rather than focusing
on photoshopping her skin texture and colour. He/
she could have made a better decision of enhancing
the real beauty of his/her own soul.
We need to think about it, before it’s too late.
Shehar Bano Rizvi is a blogger, writer
and photographer with a passion to see and
capture the soul of people through her lens. (www.
diaryofaPMPmom.com , Instagram @thepmpmom)
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OBSESSIVE, EXCESSIVE: The difference between the actual photograph, left, and the enhanced image.

THE ACCENT ON FAIR: Another original image, left, tampered with.
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SIS organises Inter School Teachers Discussion Forum
Shantiniketan Indian School (SIS) recently organised Inter School Teachers Discussion Forum ‘Our
Children Deserve More’. Participants from over twelve Indian schools attended the forum.
Austin Solomon, moderator of the session, spoke about the transformation of chalk and talk
method, to the present scenario of active digital teaching and learning, which needs to be further
developed to prepare the children for dynamic, social and economic changes of the future. The
discussion emphasised on the need of self-driven learning, facilitating the children to be self-driven
learners, which will cater to growth and development through experience and research.
Panel members also spoke about the need for the modification in the assessment system,

delinking achievements to support self-driven learning. Members considered the role of leaders in
innovating data driven system to enhance digital platforms augmenting learning through virtual
reality.
Dr Subhash Nair, Principal of SIS, appreciated the members of the panel and felicitated them with
a certificate of participation. Nazia Tasheen also thanked the management of Bhavans Public
School, DPS-Modern Indian School, Pearl School and the panel members, including Bhavna V
C, Magdalene Sylvia, Jolly Thomas, Dipin Joseph, Sithara Manoj, Dinabandhu, Sandhya, Amritha
Shalini Paul, Haseena Begum, Punam Antil and Thomas Francis.

DC Primary awarded with FEE Green Flag
The Foundation for Environmental
Education (FEE) recently awarded
Doha College (DC) Primary with a
Green Flag. Every year, DC Primary
appoints a team of dedicated
‘Eco-Warriors’ to support various
eco-friendly drives including paper
recycling, composting, monitoring
the use of electricity, of single-use and
disposable products.
DC Primary organises regular
campaigns designed, not only to
raise the awareness for protecting
the environment, but also to engage
students in hands-on activities that
have a direct and immediate impact.
DC recently organised an ‘Ocean
Awareness Month’, ‘Waste Week’ and
‘World Environment Day’.
A part of the awarding process, a
team of inspectors from Qatar Green
Building Council (QGBC) visited the
campus.
Youssef Hamoda, Head of
Communications at QGBC, said,
“Eco-Schools is an ideal way for
schools to embark on a path towards

improving the environment of the
school and community, as well as
having a life-long positive impact on
the lives of students and staff. Ecoschools’ main objective is to ensure
that young people have the power to
be the change for sustainability that
our world needs by engaging them
in fun, action-orientated and socially
responsible learning. Therefore we, at
Qatar Green Building Council, aim to
promote the concept of Eco-schools
in Qatar.”
Seana Gregg, Teacher at DC Primary,
said, “Having led the ‘Eco-Warriors’ for a
number of years, I am so very proud of
the hard work that they have put in in
order to achieve the accolade of being
named an Eco-School. At Doha College
we work tirelessly to promote the EcoSchools ethos throughout the school
community. The programme is now in
its fifth year and getting stronger ever
year. We are very proud to be the first
school to be awarded the Green flag
in Qatar and have lots more ideas and
initiatives to come.”

ISL receives positive MYP Evaluation Report
International School of London (ISL) Qatar recently
received a positive Middle Years Programme (MYP)
Evaluation Report from the International Baccalaureate
(IB) in The Hague. The report stated that ISL has shown
satisfactory development in the implementation
of its second of three IB programmes. The report
was received after the evaluation visit of two MYP
representatives. The representatives interviewed ISL
teachers, students, parents and members of the school’s
leadership team.
ISL Qatar was commended for various achievements,
including actively promoting communication based
on understanding and respect, effectively supporting
student language learning through the development of
students’ mother tongues and the acquisition of other

languages, including the host country language and
culture, actively demonstrating pedagogical leadership
and for promoting good practices, implementing a broad
range of systems to counsel students through the MYP,
planning units that include broad learning experiences to
promote student awareness of local, national and world
issues, guiding students to become actively responsible
for their own learning, building a stimulating learning
environment based on understanding and respect
throughout the school community, using a variety
of types of formative assessment to provide regular
feedback to students on their learning and implementing
systems to regularly analyse assessment data in all
pastoral and academic areas in order to inform both child
welfare, and teaching and learning.

Monday, October 22, 2018
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IWA organises Dandiya, Garba and DJ Night
Indian Women Association (IWA) recently organised a Dandiya, Garba and DJ Night at Crowne Plaza, The Business Park. Around 250 women including members and non-members of IWA attended the
event. The event also included raffle draws, prizes and dinner.

OIS organises food and safety workshop
Olive International School (OIS) Al Thumama recently organised a food and safety workshop for the students of Grade IV–VII. Klaudyna Natalia Surma, Food and Safety Inspector, spoke at the event. The
workshop highlighted the importance of food safety. Klaudyna shared ten most important tips for food safety.

BPS wins College Art Contest
A team from Birla Public School (BPS) recently bagged the first position at College Art Contest ‘An Ideal Teacher’, organised by Friends Cultural Centre (FCC), as part of World Teachers’ Day celebrations.
BPS team included Veena Chandrakant Pawar and Sanchita Banerji.
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ART 29 launches an all-women exhibition
W Doha Hotel and Residences
will showcase an art exhibition
‘Feminism is a Voice’ at ART 29 with
the participation of 12 local and
international female artists. The
gallery features forty pieces from
canvas paintings and calligraphy
to photography. Curated by Qatari
artist Fahad al-Obaidly, the collection
will showcase the formative impact
of feminism on contemporary art
and provide a visual framework
that concerns women of today. The
gallery will remain open for public until
November 20, from 10am-10pm daily.
The talented group of women who
will display their stirring compositions
representing each of their personal
journey, includes Fatma Mohammed,
Sumaia ElKilani, Abeer al-Kuwari, Aisha
al-Malki, Sheikha al-Hardan, Maryam
al-Homaid, Shouq al-Mana, Sara alBuainain and Shuaa al Muftah, all from
Qatar; Maysa Elmuman, from Kuwait;
Hadeer Omar, from Yemen; and
Shaima al Tamimi, from Egypt.
Commenting on her personal
journey through art, self-taught
Qatari practitioner, Aisha al-Malki said,
“Feminism is a Voice and ART29 is the
perfect platform to share my artistic
vision to the local art community in

Qatar. My pieces are inspired from
the many successful women in my
life including my mother. I hope that
my work will produce powerful bonds
among viewers that visit the exhibition.
It is definitely a place to share stories
and connect with others.”
Qatari Artist, Sumaia al-Kilani,
commented, “I have always been
passionate about art in the form of
surrealism because it enables me
to depict my thoughts and visions
through my paintings. My goal is to
document meaningful memories by
reinventing my very own thoughts
and turning it into art.”
Wassim Daaje, General Manager of
W Doha Hotel, said, “The addition
of the latest gallery at ART29 is not
just a platform to empower women
alone but also a platform to empower
creativity through other artists in
Qatar. At the W Doha, we truly believe
it is important that passionate and
emerging talents are given ample
opportunities to showcase their
artistry. I encourage the W Doha
visitors to stop by ART29 to see the
insightful gallery for themselves –
you will not be disappointed by the
displays concocted by these brilliant
women.”

UGG celebrates 40 years
UGG® (a division of Deckers Brands, NYSE: DECK) recently celebrated four
decades with ‘UGG: 40 Years’, a global marketing campaign. From what
started as a men’s surf brand in 1978 and transcended into a fashion industry
authority, UGG® continues to show what it means to live in the California
lifestyle with bold, provocative and free-spirited foot wears.
According to a press release, to celebrate, the brand envisions a new future
by teaming its most popular icons with icons in fashion, innovation, and art.
These individuals represent the next generation of UGG®, including Adwoa
Aboah and designer Heron Preston, who have played a role in the brand’s
success this year.
“Our creative vision for the ‘UGG 40 Years’ campaign was not to look back but
to show forward,” said Ian Stewart, Vice President Marketing. “With the help
of our incredible cast of talent, artistic direction and homage to our California
heritage, we wanted to showcase the brand in a fresh, new way.”
‘UGG: 40 Years’ was shot by photographer and visual artist Erik Madigan
Heck. Heck brought a fine art sensibility to the brand’s campaign by
reimagining iconic California landscapes with vibrant colours and bold
patterns. 72andSunny produced the campaign, and Kate Ruth was in charge
of the styling.

A unique high tea experience coming
up at Torch Tea Garden
The Torch Doha Hotel has announced to introduce a new
concept to the afternoon tea ‘Picnic High Tea’, served
on a miniature picnic table full of delicious bites along
with your choice of tea or coffee. According to the press
release, a selection of black, oolong, fruit and decaf teas
are available and an expert will guide guests through the
range of teas available to help them choose their ideal
blend.
High tea makes a comeback with dainty finger
sandwiches, delicate cakes and fresh-out–the-oven
scones with home-made strawberry jam and Cornish
clotted cream. Quesadillas, fried calamari and nachos,
as well as tiny delicious bites are some of the savoury
classics served. The table layout itself is also matching the
picnic concept with a checked tablecloth of red and white

being the base of this unique picnic experience. The
cutlery and dishes used are from natural materials but
you are highly encouraged to use your own hands.
‘Picnic High Tea’ is served at Torch Tea Garden, the
hotel’s tea lounge located on the 21st floor. This elegant,
naturally-lit tea lounge is home to world-class patisserie
and brasserie chefs whose passion and creativity is
evident from the imaginative picnic menu.
Krishnalall Beeharee, Executive Chef, said, “We have
taken traditional picnic treats we all know and love, and
given them a new twist, coming up with an interesting,
delicious menu. The fresh, seasonal ingredients make this
particular afternoon tea the perfect treat, so there is no
better way to spend a relaxing afternoon with the whole
family and all of your friends”.
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Berlin Zoo’s oldest animals
Like human populations in the West, zoo animals are getting older, and that
means they need extra care to stay healthy in captivity. By Caroline Bock

H

e’s not easy to spot
in a crowd. After all,
flamingos are all pink,
and Ingo is standing
with a flock of 20 of
them, all preening their feathers
in the morning sun at Berlin
Zoo. Their legs are in the water,
making Ingo’s red ring invisible.
Until a couple of years ago, it
was believed that a female gorilla
called Fatou was the zoo’s oldest
resident. But then the red ring
was found on Ingo’s foot, ‘Cairo:
23.6.1948.’ While not his birthday,
it was proof of his estimated age
-71.
“We were all gobsmacked,” said
Tobias Rahde, bird keeper. Ingo
had been stalking through Berlin
since 1955. The birds can’t fly
away as their wings are clipped,
as was the practice in earlier
times. Their pink colour comes
from their food. At the zoo, the
flamingos get pellets containing
crabs and fish meal.
The effect can be strengthened
by adding paprika, says Rahde.
But it only works with red colours
- you can’t turn a flamingo blue.
Animals in German zoos are
mirroring human society, in that
they are getting older. In a recent
study of 50 mammals, Germany’s
Association of Zoos said 84
percent were living longer than
their relatives in the wild.
In the wild, they get eaten or
attacked by rivals, starve or die of
disease, says Rahde. “Here, they
get round-the-clock care.” By
coincidence, Ingo’s enclosure is
near that of the zoo’s other seniors.
Fatou, who has lived in Berlin since
1959, is asleep. Legend has it that
she arrived with a sailor in France
on a boat from Africa.
In France, she was supposedly
given to a landlady in order to
settle a bill. Fatou and Trudy, a
gorilla who lives in the US state of
Arkansas, are the world’s oldest
known zoo gorillas.
A few steps on from Fatou used
to be Tanja the Asian elephant,
who died in October 2018 at the
age of 54. However, Germany’s
senior record-holders are
two Aldabra giant tortoises in
Hellabrunn Zoo in Munich, Sam
and Eunjoe, both of whom are 157
years old.
Hagenbeck Zoo in Hamburg
also has a giant tortoise, Otto,
who is 116. Nuremberg Zoo
recently had to put down Europe’s
oldest male zoo gorilla, Fritz,
who was born in 1963 and was
suffering in his old age.He was a
real ‘personality,’ the zoo says.
Animals tend not to care as
much about their ageing relatives
as people do. Beatrix Koehler,
zoological director at Hellabrunn,
uses bovidae, such as gazelles and

AGED: Flamingos pictured at Berlin Zoo. One, named Ingo, is thought to be about 71 years old, making him the oldest animal at Berlin Zoo.
bison, as an example.
Animals that show weakness
can weaken the whole group,
and are therefore ‘removed’ as
it makes no biological sense
for the group to ‘burden’ itself
with a weak animal, she says.
“That would be the case in zoos
too, because the animals don’t
necessarily know that they’re not
exposed to other dangers – it’s
just instinct,” she says.
That’s why older animals often
get extra rations and a separate
feeding place. “That way, we can
make sure that the older animals
get enough to eat too,” Koehler
says. The zookeepers take extra
care of older animals in other
ways, too. Ingo, the only flamingo
with a name, has been lucky in
life.
In 2017, he survived Cyclone
Xavier, in which 18 flamingoes
were killed by falling branches.
The birds hadn’t wanted to move
into shelter; it can often take days
to persuade them to move inside.
Ingo still has a few years ahead
of him, says Rahde. For a long
time, he had a partner and likely
had offspring. But it’s hard to say
who they are. “They all look alike
here,” says Rahde. – DPA

GONE: Tanja the Asian elephant, died recently at the age of 54.
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Try zardozi footwear
this festive season
W

season. Not only are they super light and
comfortable for those long hour wears and
endless eventful night but are also trending
and are an excellent pick for any occasion.

ith the festive and bridal
season approaching,
zardozi embroidery is
definitely the most apt
and is a favourite pick at
this time of the year. Along with choosing
a perfect outfit, it is also essential to style
them with the right pair of shoes that
enhance the festive look.
Ayush Diwan Khurana, owner of Modello
Domani and Shirin Mann, founder and
creative designer of NeedleDust, talk about
zardozi being the favourite and trending
pick this season.

z For a more glamorous and luxurious
ensemble, one can go for handcrafted
zardozi artwork on velvet and leather shoes.
These leather and velvet embroidery shoes
can be worn for formal occasions.
z Since the cold weather hits, this festive
season lighter outfits with footwear in
Zardozi on deeper colours will enhance the
look of the outfit and add opulence to the
attire. These would work best at any festive
celebrations.

z As the festival of lights is just around
the corner, zardozi slippers are great for
in-house Diwali celebrations and are a
perfect addition to one’s Indian wear. The
slippers can be paired with almost any
outfit and work perfectly for a more casual
and relaxed look.

z The rich look of the embroidery is once
again trending this season combined with
elaborate motifs on deeper colours. Give
your outfit a modern twist by styling your
footwear with designs and techniques like
roses, daisies and Aztec patterns in zardozi
on fuchsia pink, red and ivory. — IANS

z Slip-ons with handcrafted zardozi
are definitely the go to shoes this wedding

ARIES
March 21 — April 19

Your optimism will be inspiring today, Aries. You will find that your
lighthearted approach is perfectly suited to taking care of any issue that
arises. Toss a few jokes into the mix and remind other people that it isn’t
necessary to take things so seriously. The Sun is shining as you proudly
parade down the street with your head held high.

CANCER
June 21 — July 22

You may get happy when you find that people are as sensitive to a
situation as you want them to be, Cancer. While you’re looking to make
a strong connection with someone, almost wanting to take possession
of his or her feelings, that person, in turn, is trying to pull back.
People are apt to gravitate toward rational facts rather than intense,
smothering emotions.

LIBRA

September 23 — October 22
This is a tremendously expansive time for you, Libra, and there is very
little that will stop your momentum once you get going. Your eyes
are alive with a spark that says that you’re ready to take on the world.
Believe this about yourself and others will believe in you. There is a
great deal of luck on your side today, so take a gamble in a certain part
of your life.

CAPRICORN
December 22 — January 19

Obstacles that you have ignored are suddenly starting to expand
beyond reasonable proportions, Capricorn. Be careful of what you
say as a result, because your words could spread like wildfire. This is
no laughing matter. Difficulties in your world are likely to crop up, and
you will find your ego threatened. Try to keep some sort of emotional
barrier.

TAURUS
April 20 — May 20

Difficult challenges that have been lingering on the sidelines will
probably become more prominent today, Taurus. There is a strong
possibility that things will come to a head. The problem was easy to
overlook at first, but now that it has taken on a life of its own, you may
have to consult someone who is more of an expert on these types of
situations than you are.

LEO

July 23 — August 22
A small spark in a dry field is apt to whip the hill into flames, Leo. A
raging wildfire may be underway by the end of the day. Know that
you’re one of the biggest perpetrators, but don’t feel badly about it. Fire
is destructive but also necessary. Clearing out brush and offering a fresh
new place in which new growth can flourish is an important part of the
cycle of nature.

SCORPIO
October 23 — November 21

This is a good time to put things in writing, Scorpio. Your gift with words
is apt to shine today as you write a proposal, e-mail, or love poem. You’re
able to communicate very well when you put your sensitive emotions
aside and concentrate on what you think instead of what you feel.
Expand your influence by focusing on those things that require a more
cerebral approach.

AQUARIUS
January 20 — February 18

This is a terrific day for you, Aquarius, and you will glow brightly from
head to toe as you radiate your true inner self to the world. You will find
profound joy in the simplest, most ordinary circumstances. If you run
out of things to say, feel free to whistle a tune. This isn’t likely to happen
today, since you will overflow with things to talk about.

GEMINI
May 21 — June 20

You could be the one everyone runs to for advice today, Gemini. You’re
the one with all the answers who can easily pull the rabbit out of a
hat. Trust your judgment and intellectual know-how. Feel free to push
yourself to the limit. If you go too far, you can always take a step back. If
you never drive all the way to the boundaries, you will never know how
far you can go.

VIRGO

August 23 — September 22
Put on some lively music you can dance to and really kick up your heels,
Virgo. It’s time to put away the sour mood and have fun with a large
group of people. You will find that the more you engage in intellectual
discussions, the more you will get warmed up to the idea that life should
be fun, not the pain and stress you sometimes make it out to be.

SAGITTARIUS
November 22 — December 21

The day’s energy is apt to be lively, making it much easier to get the
things done that you need to do, Sagittarius. You will find people are
more than eager to help you. The trick is to integrate your leadership
abilities with the knowledge available from other people. You will create
a winning combination of power and strength to put to use in just about
any realm of your life.

PISCES

February 19 — March 20
Tap into the boisterous, lighthearted mood of the day instead of getting
bogged down with heavy emotions, Pisces. This is a good time to
engage your mind rather than let your heart take control. Be aware of
the expansive nature of the day that allows you to think clearly without
getting bothered by emotions. Take the cerebral route to figuring out
what you need to do to smooth any bumps in the road.
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Adam

Pooch Cafe

Out and About
ABOUT
BUYOUT
CLOUT
COPOUT
CUTOUT
DEVOUT
DROPOUT

DUGOUT
FALLOUT
FLOUT
GROUT
HANDOUT
LAYOUT
LOOKOUT

PAYOUT
SCOUT
SHOUT
SNOUT
SPOUT
SPROUT
STOUT

TROUT
TRYOUT
WALKOUT
WIPEOUT

Codeword

Puzzles courtesy: Puzzlechoice.com

Every letter of the alphabet is used at least once.
Squares with the same number in have the same letter
in. Work out which number represents which letter.

Garfield

Sudoku

Bound And Gagged

Sudoku is a puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid. The grid is
also divided into nine (3x3)
boxes. You are given a
selection of values and to
complete the puzzle, you
must fill the grid so that
every column, every anone
is repeated.

CARTOONS/PUZZLES
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PUZZLES
Super Cryptic Clues

ACROSS
1. Having braved the wrath,
brave peril (4,6)
6. A mistake in the chit (4)
10. Say mom is splashing money
around? (7)
11. There’s this girl in it who’s
light-fingered (7)
12. Sprinkling sand in the beer is
very obvious! (6,3)
13. What was that you said about
painting our home? (5)
14. Frank does behave
petulantly (5)
15. The flowers the wee pest
destroyed, since (9)
17. Not so well on becoming
richer? (6,3)
20. Before going in, I figure what
it will set me back (5)
21. The note inside said: ‘New
Plans’ (5)
23. After the fish ball, a portion
of chicken (9)
25. A doctor took a trip out to
get the instrument (7)
26. Forbidding one to show one’s
peeved? (7)
27. Fly fishing is possible in it (4)
28. Meeting in the colony (10)

Colouring

DOWN
1. Does get on to the fellow for
information (5)
2. Broke, didn’t travel together
(4,5)
3. What a big recess makes one
feel? (4,10)
4. Turn it on and off, son, for
Ò21Ó (7)
5. Call and give one the licence
(7)
7. I have stuffed the sides with
meat (5)
8. Quickly adopt an attitude
that’s wrong in it (9)
9. Send one across the way - or
say to stay just where one is?
(6,8)
14. Gave in and showed it to the
editor? (9)
16. Do away with the top people,
including the man I worked
with (9)
18. Say it’s nothing to the
irregular verbs English has
(7)
19. If father was anything to put
on, it’s filled (7)
22. He has written about Miss
Oberon (5)
24. A big jar, you say (5)

Yesterday’s Solutions
Across: 1 Bullring; 5 Spumed; 10
Divine messenger; 11 Gardens;
12 Engaged; 13 Masseurs; 15
Spain; 18 Amend; 20 Didactic;
23 Tractor; 25 Present; 26
Carriage and pair; 27 Endure; 28
Attended.

GULF TIMES

Down: 1 Bodega; 2 Liver
pate; 3 Runners; 4 Names; 6
Pledges; 7 Magog; 8 Deriding;
9 Assessed; 14 Under age;
16 Alice band; 17 Particle; 19
Dottier; 21 Cheadle; 22 Stored;
24 Aired; 25 Plant.

Answers
Wordsearch

Codeword
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I still work with my heart,
says Jackie Shroff
By Durga Chakravarty

H

e has a career
spanning over four
decades in the Hindi
film industry and, as
of 2017, has appeared
in over 200 films. Actor Jackie
Shroff, who has over five movies
waiting to release now, says he
still works with his heart.
Jackie made his acting debut
in 1982 with Dev Anand’s Swami
Dada. A year later, he was cast
in a lead role for the movie Hero,
after which he was seen in a
string of hits like Yudh, Karma,
Ram Lakhan, Tridev, Parinda,
Saudagar, Khalnayak, 1942: A
Love Story and Rangeela. He was
recently seen on-screen in J P
Dutta’s Paltan.
Has the criteria for doing a
film changed over the years for
him?
“Nothing has changed. I still
work with my heart. Some people
take me in the films thinking
it will change their life or film.
Sometimes I look at the banner,
sometimes at the script and
sometimes at the director. But
emotions is something I am
associated with,” Jackie said in an
e-mail interaction.
Jackie, whose given name is
Jai Krishan Kakubhai Shroff, has
not only worked in Bollywood,
but has also branched out to
movies in different languages

VETERAN: Jackie Shroff has a career spanning over four decades in the Hindi film industry.
like Marathi, Kannada, Punjabi,
Bengali, Malayalam, Tamil,
Telugu, Bhojpuri and Gujarati in
his career.

Does he ever plan to take a
break?
“My work is my break. It takes
me to different parts of the

Never wanted to struggle
to survive as actor: Gajraj

CANDID: Gajraj Rao says, “I always wanted to
be a part of a story that is worth telling.”

Actor Gajraj Rao, who plays a pivotal
role in Badhaai Ho, says though acting
is his ﬁrst love, he never wanted to put
a burden of survival on his passion as a
performer.
“Honestly speaking, I never wanted
to struggle for my survival as an actor.
I struggled to bag a good role in a good
ﬁlm. I always wanted to be a part of a
story that is worth telling, and work along
with good talent that offers me a learning
experience,” Gajraj said in an interview.
After ﬁnishing his formal education
in acting from the National School Of
Drama, Gajraj worked in the ﬁelds of
copywriting and dialogue writing, as also
in an export-import company, before
becoming an advertising professional.
“I do not want to tell my family that
they have to live in poverty because I am
struggling as a creative person.
“At the same time, I do not want to act
in a ﬁlm where my role has nothing new
to offer.
“So in the last 25 years, I found my way
to bag a substantial role in ﬁlms in a much
sustainable manner,” he added.

world and I get to meet different
people,” he said.
The 61-year-old actor says
he aspires to remain healthy,

Starting his career in 1994 with the ﬁlm
Bandit Queen, Gajraj has acted in several
ﬁlms like Hazaaron Khwaishein Aisi,
Yahaan, Black Friday, Aamir and Talvar.
The ﬁlm Badhaai Ho, which is about
parenthood of an elderly couple, sees the
actor play a man who ﬁnds out that he
and his wife are expecting a baby in their
late 40s.
While the ﬁlm features actors like
Ayushmann Khurrana and Sanya
Malhotra, the story mainly revolves
around Gajraj and actress Neena Gupta’s
characters.
How does he look at the growing
opportunities for actors like Neena and
himself?
“I think such change is coming in
cinema because of the lead actors like
Ayushmann, Varun Dhawan, Ranbir
Kapoor, Ranveer Singh, Rajkummar Rao...
They are secure enough to be part of ﬁlms
where they allow writers and directors to
give space to the character actors.
“There is no insecurity on things
like the lead actor should have the best
dialogues and all the footage in the ﬁlm.
Therefore, though these actors are crowdpullers in the theatre, actors like us also
ﬁnding our space,” he said. – IANS

and reciprocate the “love and
affection to all the people who
have made me who I am”.
Jackie, who is fondly called
Jaggu dada by his fans, has often
been labelled as the “cool dude of
Bollywood”.
Asked how does he look at the
tag, Jackie, who is the father of
actor Tiger Shroff, said: “I am
what I was before joining films.
Nothing has changed and I hope
nothing will ever change. I’ll
always remain the way I am.”
The Devdas actor says he wants
to work with Tiger.
“I definitely want to work
with Tiger someday. I would
love for it to be a part of our film
industry history,” added the actor,
who is the brand ambassador of
Thalassemia India.
Asked if he feels celebrities
help in spreading more awareness
about issues, he said: “Yes,
of course. But I can’t spread
awareness alone without the help
of my respective fourth estate –
The Press.”
He said his mother-in-law
made him aware of thalassemia.
“Since it is preventable, I
thought why not share this with
other people to know about it
instead of more thalassemia
major kids who will then be going
though blood transfusion all
through their life,” he said.
On the acting front, Jackie has
several films in his kitty. These
include Bharat, Saaho, Firrkie,
Prasthanam and Romeo Akbar
Walter. – IANS

My only focus is acting: Tejasswi
Actress Tejasswi Prakash says her only focus right
now is acting.
“The people who praise you are the same people
who pull you down. Hence, I do not let the comments
(good or bad) get to my heart. And for this very
reason, I am not very active on any social media
platform. I never made a Twitter account. I try to stay
away from negativity,” Tejasswi said in a statement.
“My only focus is acting and as an actor, one needs
to believe in one’s own self and try not to get affected
by what people have to say,” she added.
She will soon be seen as Princess Uruvi in the show
KarnSangini. It will premiere on StarPlus today. –
IANS

POSITIVE: Tejasswi Prakash.
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Jim Hosking was
determined Evening
would be distinct
By Rick Bentley
RECOLLECTION: Bella Thorne says she was left with very little
when she turned 18.

When Bella Thorne only had $200
She was a successful child actress, but Bella Thorne says she
was left with just $200 when she turned 18.
Asked where her money had gone, Thorne told the Los Angeles
Times newspaper: “You know where it went.”
The publication suggested the situation could have been
connected with the Coogan law, which requires employers to
withhold 15 per cent of a minor’s gross wages, preventing income
from going entirely to child actors’ guardians.
She said she always knew there was something “not right”
about her situation, even though she did not expect it to be so
tough, reports femaleﬁrst.co.uk.
She said: “I didn’t think things were going to go down like
that. And then half of me is like, ‘Come on, Bella. Look at your
whole life. Don’t be naive. You knew somewhere deep down
inside things were not right.’
The I Still See You actress spoke of how she smokes marijuana
to deal with intense emotions, even though she used to be “super
against” the “devil’s lettuce”.
She said: “I used to be super, super against weed. When I
was 16, my boyfriend smoked weed and I would get so upset. I
thought it was the devil’s lettuce. I was always the really good
two-shoes – the one that was the teacher’s pet in that annoying
sense.”
But the actress asked her brother for the drug to help her sleep
after she got too emotionally involved with one of her roles and
couldn’t stop crying and her opinion changed. – IANS

Kendall Jenner raises
concerns over privacy
Reality TV personality and model Kendall Jenner has slammed
media outlets and the paparazzi for revealing her house’s
location in public.
Jenner pointed at TMZ’s coverage of news when a stalker,
37-year-old John Ford, was arrested after he broke into a gatedcommunity and sat at Jenner’s pool. He was released after he was
determined mentally stable by a psychiatrist. But he was then
re-arrested and booked for criminal trespass and for violating
a restraining order. TMZ’s coverage featured her house’s
location and pictures too, and it depicted images of the hills and
mountains near Jenner’s home.
This didn’t go down well with Jenner as she hit back at the
publication questioning about privacy rights of public ﬁgures,
reports hollywoodreporter.com
“I understand what I’ve signed up for but when you release
the exact location to where I live that is when you’re putting my
life in danger. Your home is your safe haven, but for me, because
of outlets like you, my home
is anything but you should be
ashamed of yourself,” Jenner
tweeted.
The actress expressed
concern over paparazzi
behaviour and blamed the
publication for making it
easier for trespassers to ﬁnd
her.
“And how do you guys think
these terrifying people know
where my house is? Because
you release not only photos but
my location. It is so beyond
UPSET: Kendall Jenner has
slammed media outlets and unsafe. Is this not our one ounce
the paparazzi for revealing her of privacy we can get,” Jenner
added. – IANS
house’s location in public.

J

im Hosking, the director and
co-writer of An Evening with
Beverly Luff Linn, wasn’t
thinking in linear terms when
he started putting the feature
ﬁlm together.
“There is no structure at all,” he says.
“All I really care about is that when I’m
writing something, it feels like that it’s
some kind of genuine expression that
comes of me or from me. It sounds
like I’m receiving messages from
somewhere, but that’s what it really is.”
What is most important to Hosking,
who ﬁrst gained attention for his ﬁlm
The Greasy Strangler, is whatever he
creates feels distinctive. Otherwise,
he doesn’t know why he would bother
making it.
What Hosking’s freeform way of
creating his latest produced ﬁlm is
the story of an unhappy coffee shop
worker, Lulu Danger (Aubrey Plaza),
who convinces a stranger (Jemaine
Clement) to take her on a road trip.
Lulu wants to see a man from her past,
Beverly Luff Linn (Craig Robinson), who
is performing at a hotel. Beverly is a
man of few words who speaks in grunts
and moans translated by his manager,
Rodney Von Donkensteiger (Matt
Berry).
Not every actor could handle the
offbeat characters Hosking creates. His
casting of Plaza, Clement, Robinson and
the other players was a matter of them
just feeling right to him to be able to
handle the roles.
“It’s a very instinctive process for
me,” Hosking says. “I can tell straight
away whether I am interested in
working with somebody or not. It’s just
about trying to create a world that is
very different to our world but within
the sense of that world, everything ﬁts.
Everybody has to be quite unorthodox or
unconventional to ﬁt into that world.”
His instincts told him Plaza was right
to play the central ﬁgure in this comedy/
drama about love, loss and lunacy. Her
credits before An Evening with Beverly
Luff Linn include Addicted to Fresno,
Parks and Recreation, The To Do List,
Scott Pilgrim vs. the World and Legion.
Plaza was drawn to An Evening with
Beverly Luff Linn because it was so
different.
“I loved how strange it was but was
still a love story, which is my favourite
kind of movies,” Plaza says.
She realised her instincts were correct
once ﬁlming started. Plaza and Hosking
had very few discussions before ﬁlming
started as to how the character should
be played. After she read the script,
Plaza had a version of how Lulu should
be played in her mind, which got mixed
with Hosking’s vision.

DIFFERENT: What is most important to Jim Hosking, above, is whatever he creates
feels distinctive.
The process was slightly different
for Robinson, as his character
communicates without dialogue. It’s
a unique role, but Robinson also has
played different characters throughout
his career. His past work has included
The Office, Ghosted, The End, Hot Tub
Time Machine and Pineapple Express.

“All I really care
about is that
when I’m writing
something, it feels
like that it’s some
kind of genuine
expression that
comes of me or
from me”

Robinson found playing the sparingly
speaking Beverly Luff Linn to be both a
challenge and a relief.
“The challenge was to convey what
Luff Linn was thinking or feeling … It
was such a challenge that there were
times when I would ask Jim for a line
reading,” Robinson says. “As soon
as I read the script, I knew this was a
departure from anything I had done
before.
“So I said, ‘Let’s do it.’”
Robinson was willing to be part
of Hosking’s unorthodox approach
because he trusted the director
immediately. He knew even with the
offbeat role that this was a case of an
actor and director being on the same
page.
The ﬁlm is loaded with the kind of
distinct characters Hosking likes to
create. But, he shoots down the idea that
the ﬁlm is full of very weird characters.
The British director suggests you
would ﬁnd similar people on any bus in
London. – TNS
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ACTIVITY: Students and teachers during the Parade of Nations.

MULTINATIONAL: The event featured stalls from 32 countries.

Students at Swiss International
School relish cultural diversity
SIS recently organised International Day Festival to celebrate multiculturalism
By Mudassir Raja

S

wiss International School
(SIS) recently organised
International Day Festival
where parents, teachers,
students and all school
staff came together to celebrate the
diversity and multiculturalism at
the campus.
The event kicked off at 7:45am
with the Parade of Nations. The
fun-ﬁlled activities continued
till 2:30pm. The parents had set
up stalls offering their national
cuisines and different items for the
visitors.
An exhibition featuring cultures
and traditions of 35 countries was
also part of the event. The students
visited the exhibition with a special
passport that was stamped by the
organisers of the each stall. In a

way, students got a chance to visit
35 countries in one day.
Talking to Community, Luliana
Lonita, Librarian at SIS and
organiser of the event, said, “We
had stalls from 32 nationalities
from all the continents of the world.
Families from Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Romania, Croatia,
Algeria, Syria, Poland, France,
Pakistan, New Zealand, Portugal,
Iran, Brazil, India, Canada, USA,
Qatar, UK, Venezuela, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru, Mexico, Argentina,
Bahrain, Egypt, South Korea,
Macedonia, Palestine, Jordan, and
Lebanon came to the event and
exhibited their food and culture for
the students.”
“The Parade of Nations was
a success as the entire school
including students and teachers
were part of it. Food was diverse
and delicious. There were tamales
from Mexico, Kosari from Egypt,

madruoba, biryani, sangria, Dulce
de leche, anzac biscuits from New
Zealand, bola from Portugal, and
tabouleh and humus from Lebanon.
Students from South Korea also
performed at the event,” she said.
Luliana noted, “Though, I am
working as a librarian in the school,
I have found a real passion in
organising colourful events for the
students and parents. Organising
International Day Festival was
really amazing. It was great to see
so many countries coming together
and setting up their respective
stalls. I would not have been able to
put it all together if parents would
not have participated. They stayed
at their stalls from morning till the
end, serving food to the visitors and
sharing their cultural values. The
students helped me a lot as well and
so did the school management.”
Susan Julie Anderson, Principal
of SIS Primary School, said that

A RICH MIX: Main hall of the school was decorated with national flags of the participating countries.

the event was very diverse and
colourful. “There were many
attractions for the young students
including the parade, exhibition
and food. Main hall of the school
was decorated with national ﬂags
of the participating countries”, she
said.
When asked about how
the young students enjoyed
themselves, the principal said
that the students exhibited real
pride in their national dresses
and their traditional cultures. She
said, “Children are not usually
conscious about different skin
colours. They are children and they
just like to play with each other.
They regularly come to the school
in uniform. When they saw each
other in different clothes, they
were very happy and surprised.
They realised that they all are
different and still can be friends.
The differences cannot change their

friendship. It was an effort to build
an international community.”
Philip Bradley, Head of School,
said that the school has a very
diverse group of students. The
students learnt about each other’s
cultures and cuisine at the event.
He further said that it was good
to educate the young minds about
diverse cultures and beliefs. At the
international day, the students
learnt how to appreciate the
diversity and how to learn from it.
He said, “It is an integral part of
the school’s vision and curriculum.
The school is part of International
Baccalaureate, an international
education organisation based in
Switzerland. The students learnt a
lot from the international festival.
When they see a new thing, they
ask questions and it educates
young minds and give them the
understanding for how to be a part
of the diverse world.”

